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+ Index background
+ What’s in the index
+ What’s happened since 2008
+ Timeline moving forward



Index background
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Advisory committee: Academics

+ Stephen Ansolabehere (Harvard)
+ Barry Burden (Wisconsin)
+ Heather Gerken (Yale)
+ Paul Gronke (Reed)
+ Christopher Mann (Miami U.)
+ Toby Moore (RTI)
+ Robert Stein (Rice)
+ Charles Stewart III (MIT)
+ Daniel Tokaji (OSU)



Advisory committee: Election 
Administrators
+ James Alcorn (VA)
+ Pam Anderson (Jeff Cty, CO)
+ Matthew Damschroder (OH)
+ Carder Hawkins (AR)
+ Kevin Kennedy (WI)
+ John Lindback (OR)
+ Dean Logan (LA County)

+ Dean Logan (LA County)
+ Joseph Mansky (Ramsey Cty, MN)
+ Conny McCormack (LA County)
+ Ann McGeehan (TX)
+ Tammy Patrick (Maricopa Cty, AZ)
+ Kathleen Scheele (VT)
+ Kim Wyman (WA)





Broad criteria for considering 
indicators
+ Any performance index, regardless of the subject, should reflect 

a comprehensive understanding of all salient features of the 
policy process being assessed.

+ Any indicator in the index must conform to a set of quality 
standards.



Comprehensive understanding of 
election performance



Convenience Integrity



Convenience Integrity
Registration
Voting
Counting



Six Data quality standards

1.Any statistical indicator included in 
the EPI must be from a reliable 
source.
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Six Data quality standards

1. Any statistical indicator included in the EPI must be from a 
reliable source.

2. The statistical indicator should be available and consistent over 
time.

3. The statistical indicator should be available and consistent for all 
states.

4. The statistical indicator should reflect a salient outcome or 
measure of good elections.

5. The statistical indicator should be easily understood by the public 
and have relatively unambiguous interpretations.

6. The statistical indicator should be produced in the near future.



Scrutiny of measures

+ Double-checking of EAVS data
+ (2,195 lines of computer code correcting EAVS data)
+ Navigating the UOCAVA (Section B) changes

+ We are still double-checking web look-up tool measures



We want to talk to you

+ Arkansas (Precinct sample ballot)
+ Florida (Precinct sample ballot)
+ Kansas (Absentee status)
+ Virginia (Provisional status)



Combining indicators into an index

+ Highlighting different components of election administration is 
illuminating in its own right.

+ Combining the indicators into an overall scale has value, too.



What’s in the index?



Indicator categories

+ Online presence
+ Registration and voting
+ Military and overseas voters
+ Mail/absentee ballots
+ Provisional ballots
+ Data transparency



Online presence

+ Direct coding of websites
+ Voter information web lookup tools
+ Online Voter Registration



Registration & Voting

• EAVS
• Registrations rejected

• Current Population Survey
• Registration/absentee ballot problems as reason for not voting
• Disability/illness as reason for not voting
• Voter registration rate

• State statistics
• Turnout
• Residual vote rate (on-year elections only)

• Survey of the Performance of American Elections
• Wait times



Military & overseas voters

+ EAVS
+ UOCAVA ballots rejected
+ UOCAVA ballots not returned



Mail ballots

+ EAVS
+ Mail ballots rejected
+ Mail ballots not returned



Provisional ballots

+ EAVS
+ Provisional ballots cast
+ Provisional ballots rejected



Data transparency

+ Information from states
+ Post-election audits required

+ EAVS
+ EAVS data completeness



Scoring

+ 0 = worst performance 
+ 1 = best performance
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Example: State Freedonia in 2012
Raw 0..1 Raw 0..1

Website indicators 0.40 0.40 Post-election audit 1.00 1.00
Registration rejected 0.070 0.81 Non-voter, disability 0.14 0.54
Provisional ballot usage 0.037 0.72 Non-voter, registration 0.080 0.45
Provisional ballot rejection 0.0061 0.68 Online registration 0.00 0.00
Mail ballot rejection 0.0023 0.79 Wait times 11.0 0.85
Mail ballot non-return 0.064 0.87 Residual vote rate 0.0092 0.75
UOCAVA rejection 0.023 0.90 Registration pct. 0.85 0.71
UOCAVA non-return 0.21 0.78 Turnout pct. 0.65 0.74
EAVS completeness 0.99 0.99

Index 0.70







What’s happened since 2008?



Average index scores have increased
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Index scores have increased

(Prelim.)



Index scores have increased*

(Prelim.)

*They’ve also become less varied.



Index scores have increased

+ 43 states had higher scores in 2012 than in 2008
+ 45 states have higher scores in 2016 than in 2012 (prelim.)
+ 49 states have higher scores in 2016 than in 2008 (prelim.)



Indicator Change since 2008







Indicators that have Contributed the 
most to index improvements



Indicators that have mostly 
Contributed to improvements



Indicators that mostly declined since 
2008



States have improved just by 
beginning to report statistics
+ Rejection of new registrations (17 states)
+ Rejection of provisional ballots (10 states)
+ Rejection of UOCAVA ballots (13 states)



What has it taken to rise in the 
rankings?

(Prelim.)
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What has it taken to rise in the 
rankings?

(Prelim.) 48 states > 63%



There’s a mathematical answer



There’s a mathematical answer

1. Notice that the change in the average ranking from 2008 to 
2012 and from 2012 to 2016 was 0.048 and 0.061.

2. Notice that 1/17 (17 being the number of indicators) is 0.059.
3. Therefore, to keep up with the average a state has had to add 

an additional one “point” every two years.  E.g.
1. Add an audit when you didn’t have it
2. Add a full suite of web lookup tools when you had none.
3. Move from average on two indicators to being at the top of the pack 

on all of them



Using the epi to discuss effects of 
policy: Mail/absentee ballots
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Using the epi to discuss effects of 
policy: edr



timeline



Timeline for roll-out

+ Release date:  August 7 (Tuesday)
+ Phone calls w/ states: Week of July 30
+ Webinars: Week of August 8 & 15

+ Maybe early September?



About 2018



Advisory Committee

Administrators
+ Lori Edwards, Polk Cty, FL
+ Kevin Kennedy, WI (ret.)
+ Dean C. Logan, LA County
+ Amber McReynolds, Denver, CO
+ Don Palmer, FL/VA/BPC
+ Tammy Patrick, AZ/DF
+ Peggy Reeves, CT
+ Christopher Thomas, MI (ret.)

Academics
+ Barry C. Burden, Wisconsin
+ Heather Gerken, Yale
+ Paul Gronke, Reed
+ Kathleen Hale, Auburn 
+ Jan Leighley, American
+ Christopher B. Mann, Skidmore
+ Daron R. Shaw, Texas



Things to consider for 2018

+ Review current indicators
+ New indicators?

+ Security
+ List maintenance
+ Auditing

+ Provide more nuance related to different election models
+ Communications
+ Timelier release
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